
design radar

Our new columnist, designer Linda Boronkay, on the pieces catching her eye

1  SOFT TOUCH 
Once you have a mohair rug 
you never look back – it’s a 
new level of softness and 
sheen. Mohair rug in Stripe 
Jade, £2,210 (1.83x1.22m) or 
£990m, The Rug Company

2 SO VEIN
This vintage table is  
an investment but it will  
last for generations, its 
character never fading.  
1970s marble coffee table, 
£1,560, AU Bespoke

3 ROCK STAR
These vases are all one-offs, 
made of marble found 
discarded by quarries in 
Carrara. Drill vase, €500, 
Studio EO

4 IN A MOOD
I’m always on the lookout  
for low-level atmospheric 
lamps, and this works in  
both a contemporary and 
more traditional setting.  
Grey concrete ribbed lamp, 
£35, houseof

5 POWER UP
These cushions add an  
extra layer to the room, the 
colours punchy enough to be 
cool but not overbearing.  
Silk Sari cushions, £110 each, 
Sister by Studio Ashby

6 ROUND OFF
I’m drawn to this sofa because 
of its simple curvilinear lines 
– striking yet timeless. Palais 
Royal sofa, price on request, 
Pierre Augustin Rose
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design radar

Interior designer Linda Boronkay on the pieces catching her eye this month

1  ART HOUSE
This pattern is derived from  
an original 17th-century 
design and I find it so romantic 
thinking about the places  
it’s been used. Tree of Life 
fabric, £356m, Robert Kime

2 TAKE A SEAT
My go-to fabric company is 
also making furniture and  
this chair is an easy shape  
to upholster in all kinds of 
patterns. Buenos Aires 
armchair, £2,059, Pierre Frey

3 ON THE PULL
Add awesome hardware to 
tired furniture to give it new 
life. Brass bow handles, £54 
each, Beata Heuman

4 CHIC PLEATS
Create a warm atmosphere 
with low-level lighting.  
T h i s  dyn a m ic  sh a p e  
reminds me of a dancing 
figure. Giallo Girasole lamp, 
£186, Oscar Piccolo

5 BY HAND 
This handmade urn is inspired 
by mosaic volute-krater vases 
made in Naples in the 1800s, 
but because of its materiality 
and colour it’s very modern. 
Giusti urn, $550, F Taylor 

6 TOUCH WOOD
I’ve always had a soft spot for 
burl, so I’m happy to see it’s 
making a comeback. This piece 
was designed by Josef Frank 
in 1954. Chest of drawers 
2170, €14,000, Svenskt Tenn
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design radar

Interior designer Linda Boronkay on the pieces catching her eye this month

1  THE SHINING
Tibor is one of my go-to fabric 
houses for beautiful colour 
combinations. This has a slight 
sparkle and is reversible, 
which makes it diverse. Luna 
Rose, £245m, Tibor

2 IN THE FOLD
Who doesn’t want a soft cloud 
floating in their room? Sculpted 
from layers of banana fibre, it 
gives out a beautiful glow. 
Anders light, £1,435, Pinch

3 ON POINT
The handmade nature of 
these elegant candle holders 
ensures each piece is 
completely unique. A La 
Pointe candle holder by 
Laurence Brabant, £30, &YOU

4 SIT BACK
This 1957 piece is beautiful 
from every angle and can be 
dressed with loose cushions. 
Lounge chair and ottoman by 
I lmar i  Tapiovaara for 
Esposizione La Permanente 
Mobili, €5,500, Morentz 

5 PHOTO FINISH
Shira Barzilay’s style is very 
graphic, fun and instantly 
recognisable. 2/12 Hand-
drawn doodle print by  
Shira Barzilay, £50, Koketit 

6 TWO TONE
Travertine and black marble 
are both slick and modern 
materials, and the way Lee 
Broom combines them forms 
an amazing centrepiece. 
Tribeca coffee table, from 
£7,900, Lee Broom
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design radar

Interior designer Linda Boronkay on the pieces catching her eye this month

1  BLUE WAVE
Unbelievably, this Swedish 
classic was originally created 
as a prototype for a school 
project. Etcetera lounge chair, 
price on request, Artilleriet

2 HANG COOL
This beautiful clear bubble 
pendant of blown Murano 
glass is the perfect mix of 
classic and contemporary. 
BALL #002 pendant, £416, 
Sogni Di Cristallo

3 THE CRAFT
This vibrant basket is made 
by hand, so each piece is 
completely individual and by 
buying it you are supporting 
weaving communities in the 
Bolgatanga region of Ghana. 
Basket, £38, Montes & Clark

4 ALL IN HAND
With a nod to figural art,  
this brass catchall helps to 
chicly organise your vanity. 
Modernist hand catchall, 
$415, Casa Shop

5 EYES ON YOU
Gergei Erdei is a former 
womenswear designer for 
Alessandro Michele. His style 
is reminiscent of Gucci’s, but 
he also manages to keep it 
unique for this investment 
piece. Grand Tour cushion  
in Jade, £300, Gergei Erdei

6 ALL AGLOW
Not only is this a beautifully 
scented candle but it can be 
repurposed as a container 
for trinkets. Swirl Stack 
candle, £275, Tom Dixon
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